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Abstract
This paper considers the integration of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) in microgrids. Extending a theoretical framework for mobile storage connection, the
economic analysis here turns to the interactions of commuters and their driving
behavior with office buildings.
An illustrative example for a real office building is reported. The chosen system
includes solar thermal, photovoltaic, combined heat and power generation as
well as an array of plug-in electric vehicles with a combined aggregated capacity of 864 kWh. With the benefit-sharing mechanism proposed here and idealized circumstances, estimated cost savings of 5% are possible.
Different pricing schemes were applied which include flat rates, demand
charges, as well as hourly variable final customer tariffs and their effects on the
operation of intermittent storage were revealed and examined in detail. Because
the plug-in electric vehicle connection coincides with peak heat and electricity
loads as well as solar radiation, it is possible to shift energy demand as desired
in order to realize cost savings.
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Introduction

Alternative forms of mobility such as electric personal vehicles span a vast
range of topics overlapping various disciplines. The success of this emerging
technology, however, depends on end-user acceptance and market adoption,
both of which presuppose economic viability. The feature of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) which is especially attractive to the energy industry as well as
vehicle users is the capability to store energy. For the former, this is used in
order to perform grid services, while for the latter this ultimately serves mobility
needs (Kempton and Tomic 2005; KEMA Inc. and ISO/RTO Council 2010).
General integration frameworks covering both technical operation and electricity
markets have been proposed (Lopes, Soares, and Almeida 2011). However,
depending on whether there is private or public access to charging points, the
contractual relations among the interacting agents of the electric power industry
can change. Classifying charging scenarios reveals certain implications for new
legislation on reselling charging agents (Momber et al. 2011).
Furthermore, the underlying question remains: How can we measure the attractiveness of this new technology monetarily and put a value on electric vehicles
for the different agents in the electric power system of the future? Research
aims at finding the best points of access to the grid among charging alternatives. Where and how should electric vehicles be optimally employed for all the
interested groups?
Business models need to be developed. These should define economic contracts between interacting participants and the resulting surplus distribution.
Analyses of the dependence of these models on the electricity markets, ancillary services, utility tariffs, mobility patterns, connection behavior and billing
contracts should be performed and thoroughly evaluated.
This study aims to quantify the value of vehicle storage both to the electricity
grid and to the driver in a number of ways. Foremost, it endeavors to extend the
application of electric vehicles and their storage characteristics to other fields
that allow for economic deployment and efficient profitable use of batteries.
Public charging infrastructure remains a controversial topic as far as investment
and ownership is concerned; different market models for the roll-out of public
charging infrastructures are being discussed (EURELECTRIC 2010).
As the EU wants to facilitate end-user access to variable energy prices in order
to incentivize efficient use, the objective of this paper is to develop a model that
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simulates the charging response to equivalent price volatility by applying a scenario with more and more fluctuation of prices. The effects of intermittent renewable generation from wind and solar power are visible today on the European electricity exchange market and even result in hours with negative prices.
Regardless of the ownership structure, the application of lithium-ion batteries in
electric vehicles heavily influences the capital costs associated with degradation. Similar to any other investment in technologies, the shorter the life of the
battery is, the higher are the discounted monetary burdens per time period. Factors such as the capacity, charging rate, cost, cycle life and calendar life are all
critical in making batteries commercially and economically viable for EVs. Many
of these factors are still largely unknown and have never been tested under
real-life conditions and actual time frames. Yet they all have a considerable impact on the value proposition. In order to reach a clear conclusion, the spectrum
of battery degradation rates due to both cycle life and calendar life in various
climates and operating SOC is needed (Pesaran, Smith, and Markel 2009).
Knowing that people’s actual behavior contains a degree of complexity that is
hard to capture in modeling, this paper relies on a simplistic approach to obtain
a best estimate of battery degradation due to its operation in interaction with
buildings. This best estimate is considered to be the energy throughput
processed by the battery and cycled in relation to its capacity (Peterson, Apt,
and Whitacre 2010).
Moreover, based on earlier proposals for business models, it properly integrates
electric vehicles on a small scale, so-called microgrids, for instance office buildings with sophisticated on-site management systems. It seeks to highlight load
management possibilities in an electricity grid with smart control of devices and
generators.
Concerning the structure of this document: section II. establishes the theoretical
foundations for extending the existing model including a description of the input
parameters, decision variables, objective functions and an electricity flow schematic. Section III. applies the theoretical model to plug-in electric vehicle interactions with office buildings for a particular case. Section IV. describes the four
fundamental pricing scheme scenarios that form the core of the analysis. Section V. presents the results concerning electricity and heat balancing operation
schedules and compares them to each other. Finally, section VI draws conclusions and highlights the value of this study.
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A Model For V2B Application

The optimization of plug-in electric vehicle storage is embedded within the Distributed Energy Resources - Customer Adoption Model (DER-CAM).
DER-CAM solves a commercial building’s microgrid investment and operation
optimization problem given its end-use energy loads, energy tariff structures
and fuel prices, and an arbitrary list of equipment investment options. The Sankey diagram in Fig. 1 shows energy flows in a building scale microgrid/smartgrid
and illustrates how DER-CAM operates. DER-CAM solves the system analytically by representing it as a mixed integer linear program written on the GAMS®
platform. Regulatory, engineering, and investment constraints are all considered. Energy costs are calculated using a detailed representation of utility tariff
structures and fuel prices, operating and maintenance (O&M) expenditures, as
well as any amortized DER investment outlays.
Figure 1:

Energy flows in a building microgrid

Optimal combinations of equipment involving PV, thermal generation with heat
recovery, thermal heat collection, heat-activated cooling, and both thermal and
electrical storage can be identified in a way intractable by simple searching.
DER-CAM can report a cost, carbon footprint, or combination minimizing
equipment choice and (typically hourly) optimal operating schedule for the microgrid/smartgrid, including CHP and renewable sources. The economics of
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storage are particularly complex, both because they require optimization across
multiple time steps and because of the strong influence of tariff structures. This
research focuses on the upper right part of Fig. 1, where alternative fuel vehicles appears.
More information on DER-CAM can be found at C. Marnay et al. 2008, Siddiqui
et al. 2005. Similar DER-CAM work on electric vehicles for buildings can be
found at Stadler et al. 2011.
In the following, an excerpt of the DER-CAM mixed integer linear optimization
problem (MILP) is presented. It is not exhaustive as it only contains the relevant
information concerning PEV and building interactions; it omits the description of
all other constraints for generation technologies and reduces the complexity of
regulated tariffs. It is formulated for a period of one year and only includes the
information concerning the building’s contract and payments to PEVs, focusing
on the energy balance of the intermittent mobile storage devices. The links to
the platform model are the deterministic electricity demand and energy supply
prices in particular. The latter is of special importance, because this formulation
simplifies to an hourly value, even though demand charges and other more
complex tariff components could be enclosed in this price.

A.

Input Parameters

The input parameters in Table 1 include information about the investment conditions, battery degradation, storage technology costs, decay behavior and efficiencies, operational restrictions as well as mobility assumptions about the PEV
connection.
1)

Building input

The electricity demand for each hour DMD h, the heat demand HMD h and the
hourly electricity price P supply taken from the contract with the utility supply company are the main parameters that define the building input in interaction with
PEVs. P supply is called “resolved” as it stands for more than just an hourly value.
2)

Building to PEV contracts

Assuming that the PEVs offer a monetary benefit to the building, it can invest in
contracting the vehicles. The interest rate I stands for the conditions for alternative investments on the capital markets for opportunity investment options. The
duration of the contract T stands for the length of the agreement to interact. The
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initial outlay is divided into a fixed part F that is paid regardless of the amount of
storage that the building invests in, and a variable part, V, that is multiplied by
the storage capacity. P EX,EV is the hourly price used to value the energy exchange between the fleet of PEVs and the building. The price of alternative PEV
charging is designated the offsite access opportunity price
.
3)

Battery degradation

The third set of input parameters refers to the capacity degradation of the batteries. In the model they are continuously scalable, i.e. their size can be chosen
freely and have any positive real number. These parameters contain a coefficient D and a long-term production cost CP for replacing the batteries.
4)

PEV mobility behaviour

SOC in stands for the state of charge of the aggregated PEV batteries at the hour
(‘in’) of connecting the cars. Correspondingly, SOC out indicates the state of
charge when the aggregated PEV batteries are disconnected in order to provide
mobility services. Note that this implies the PEV owner needs to know what his
travel plans are in order to convey this information to the building. BCT h summarizes this information and indicates when the PEV batteries are controlled by the
EMS and available for optimizing building purposes. This is done in the form of
a binary array.
5)

Operational battery input

and
denote the maximum relative charge and discharge rate amenable
to the system as a fraction of the rated capacity that can be processed in one
hour. In the literature these are often abbreviated C-rates and for these types of
batteries usually not constrained by chemistry but by the capacity limit of the
PEV power connection with the building. The efficiency parameters for charging
and discharging
emphasize the fact that certain losses arise when
storing electrical charge. The decay factor
takes all the charge losses
over time into consideration, i.e. from one hour to the next.
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Table 1:

Input Parameters

Investment
contracts

Building
input

Description

Symbol

Unit

Electricity demand by the building

DMD h

kWh

Heat demand by the building

HMD h

kWh

Resolved hourly electricity price

P supply,h

€/kWh

Interest rate

I

%

Duration of contract

T

a

Fixed cost of scalable investment

F

$

Variable cost of scalable investment

V

€/kWh

Hourly price for net energy exchange

P EX,EV

€/kWh

P offsite Access

€/kWh

CP

€/kWh

D

%

SOC of PEV batteries at disconnection

SOC in

%

SOC of PEV batteries at connection

SOC out

%

Mobility Battery

Offsite access opportunity price
Cost of production for Li-ion battery
Capacity degradation coefficient

Connection array

Operational
battery input

Maximum relative charge rate

B.

Charge efficiency
Maximum relative discharge rate

BCT h
-1

%*h
%

-1

%*h

Discharge efficiency

%

Decay factor

%

Minimum SOC

%

Maximum SOC

%

Decision variables

The decision variables in Table 2 consist of the investment level planning, operation schedule and the energy exchange schedule at the building interface.
1)

Investment level planning

On the one hand, the planning level can freely scale the size of the storage capacity needed. The variable c stands for the aggregated size of the vehicle fleet
in kWh electricity storage.
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Operation schedule

On the other hand, the operation program sets the optimal SOC for each hour
soc h , which results in the operation schedule that is most profitable for the building. In an attempt to explain the rest of the functionality in simple terms, it could
be said that everything else derives from this. In order to attain these states of
charge, the battery must be connected via energy inputs fi h and i h as well as
energy outputs o h and fo h respectively.
3)

Building interface

Once the investment level and the operational schedule have been determined,
the consumption of the batteries cod h as well as the generation pvd h are deduced and the resulting load curve of the building pud h is determined. If no other
generation technology is adopted, as assumed in this presentation for the sake
of simplification and understandability, the resulting load is purchased from the
supply network.
stands for the electricity production by the photovoltaic
arrays and
is the generation of electricity from distributed CHP units. Finally,
depicts the heat demand met by natural gas purchases for boilers,
the heat collection from solar thermal units, and
is the generation of
heat from distributed CHP units.

8
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Table 2:

Decision variables
Description

Symbol

Unit

c

kWh

soc h

kWh

Energy output processed

oh

kWh

Efficient energy output processed

fo h

kWh

Energy input processed

fi h

kWh

Efficient energy input processed

ih

kWh

Energy losses due to battery decay

lh

kWh

Net energy flow batteries to EMS

pvd h

kWh

Net energy flow EMS to batteries

cod h

kWh

Electricity production of PV

epv h

kWh

Electricity production of CHP units

edg h

kWh

Heat provided by natural gas fired boilers

hpd h

kWh

Heat collected from solar thermal units

hst h

kWh

Heat produced from CPH units

hdg h

kWh

Resulting load curve

pud h

kWh

Aggregated capacity of connected PEVs

Building interface

Operation
schedule

State of charge of PEV batteries

C)

Electricity flow model

Figure 1 is provided to clarify the modeling of the energy flows in the PEV module. Each generation or storage technology is under the control of the energy
management system (EMS). This is in charge of supplying the end use energy
requirements DMD h for the electricity loads. For each hour, it has the option to
either procure energy from the supply network pud h of the distribution grid, or
use the PEV battery system pvd h . The intermittent character of the PEVs and
mobility behavior are marked by the binary connection table BCT h . The modules
which take efficiency losses for charging and discharging into account are denoted by
transforming fi h into i h and
changing o h , into fo h, . Storage
losses due to charge decay over time are captured by
depending on the
state of charge of the preceding hour. Figure 1 shows these electricity interactions in a flow diagram.
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D)
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Energy flows in the model for PEV storage connection

Algebraic formulation of the EMS optimization

The optimization is integrated in the objective function, equations (1) – (4), of the
EMS for the building, as shown in the algebra below. The building’s perspective
is taken and the goal is to minimize the building’s electricity costs over the entire
year subject to a set of operational constraints, see equations(7) –.(17)
1)

Objective function:
(1)

(2)
(3)
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(4)

In the objective function the first term represents the initial contract investment,
interpretable as a connection fee from the building to the PEV or a contribution
to the purchase cost of the storage in order to compensate for the release of
control to the building. The annuity factor distributes the initial outlay of the investment costs over the indicated periods and annualizes the expenses as calculatory costs.
(5)

The cost of investment can be divided into a fixed intercept part, , e.g. for infrastructure, and a variable capacity
, measured as the available storage
capacity of the connected electric vehicle fleet. This modeling is convenient as it
is directly comparable with the widely discussed costs for producing batteries
(per kWh) as long as lifetime assumptions are consistent.
(6)
The second term stands for the degradation costs incurred due to the operation
of the vehicles. If these are controlled by the EMS and serve the building’s purposes, the compensation of battery degradation is a cost to the building.
Therefore the costs of degradation are split as follows, cf. equation (2): the
monetary replacement cost is multiplied by the capacity degradation. According
to the usage coefficient,
, i.e. all energy – charging and discharging –
processed over initial capacity, the capacity degradation coefficient
and the
maximum amount of degradable capacity
, i.e. 20 % 1. This share of total
initial capacity is then valued with the replacement cost of
. In equation
(2), the capacities would cancel each other out, but for clarity they are left as
they are. The same is true for the denominator of the first term, where the trivial
calculation would be
(Peterson, Whitacre, and Apt 2010).

1

USABC requirements for manufacturers’ guarantee. Consequently, each percent of total
name plate capacity equals 5 % in value degradation, assuming that there is no salvage
value at 80 % name plate capacity.
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Equation (3) bills the net energy exchange with PEVs, in this notation net output
, according to the agreed energy exchange price,
. Finally,
the last equation accounts for the net energy procured from the supply network
at the applicable tariff
.
2)

Constraints

In equation (7) the SOC is defined and constrained: The SOC at any period of
time is determined by the SOC from the preceding period plus the net input into
the storage system in this period. This net hourly input is determined via the difference in input and output as well as the storage losses. Additionally, the state of
charge can never exceed the maximum capacity. For given battery types, operational conditions and desired life, equation (8) ensures that the state of charge is
kept within the boundaries for “healthy” operation. Also, in the form of a sandwich
criterion, certain states of charge can be forced to be met at certain hours. The
SOC input matrices, for instance, take care of non-availability during times of disconnection, forcing the storage system to meet the state of charge 0.
Equation (9) makes sure that energy output flows are kept within reasonable
boundaries by charge rate constraints. The maximum charge rates depend on
the storage capacity of the battery unit and the connection infrastructure. Analogously to the energy output flows, maximum charge rates regulate energy input with equation (10). A simple decay constraint takes into account that energy
losses over time depend on the state of charge during the prior period, as equation (11) describes. Shown in equation (12), discharging efficiencies affect the
amount of energy that is available to the energy management system of the
building. These efficiencies are modeled as constants proportional to the output
from the battery. Equation (13) for charging is in analogy to the discharging efficiencies. Some fraction of the energy provided by the building’s energy management system is lost and the input into the storage system is diminished.
The availability of the storage to the energy management system and to balance energy is limited to the times at which there is no connection or disconnection activity whatsoever. In consequence, energy amounts in the form of stored
electricity leaving or entering the system, crossing system boundaries through
connection or disconnection are neglected for the billing process. See equation
(14) which expresses that the energy provided to the building is diminished by
the amount brought in through connection. The energy the battery consumes is
likewise diminished by the amount extracted through disconnection, see equation (15). Equation (16) describes the electricity balance for the building at each
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period of time. The amount purchased from the energy supply network is equal
to the exogenous demand plus the amount of consumption from battery charging minus the amount from discharging the battery and onsite production from
photovoltaic and distributed generation (DG). Finally, the last equation refers to
the heat demand that needs to be balanced: The net heat demand met by purchasing natural gas for the boilers needs to equal the given end use demand
minus the heat collected from solar thermal units and the heat generated by the
distributed CHP units.
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

(17)
In order to balance the benefits between the building and the PEV fleet, the following constraint for utilizing the batteries is introduced so that the owners at
least break even. It describes the payment received by the owners of the PEV
fleet. The annualized connection fee is paid at the beginning of a year and is
expressed per unit of storage capacity. The second term regards the payment
from the net energy exchange, which can be either a net charge or a net discharge. The left side of equation (18) depicts the main source of benefit for the
EV owner. If the offsite access opportunity price
is less than the
exchange price
discharging yields positive utility, whereas charging
would be negative. Or it could be the other way around that
<
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, meaning that discharging would lead to negative utility for EV
owners. This benefit should be at least equal to zero over the entire duration of
the contract.
(18)

(19)

Having described the storage valuation model in detail on a conceptual and
formal, mathematical level, the paper now looks at its application in the following case studies.

3

Illustrative Study

Having evaluated the developed program based on a San Francisco Office
building (Momber et al. 2010), a second case is introduced by applying the
model to a Fraunhofer institute’s office building. There are several reasons for
doing so. Unlike the Californian example, electricity tariffs differ in Germany, i.e.
there are flat energy rates as well as yearly demand charges, and end-user
prices, i.e. special CHP and PV feed-in tariffs. Additionally, the European Union
wants to facilitate end-user access to variable energy prices (EnWG 2005). The
intention is to test the model’s reaction to such price volatility by applying an
end-user tariff with hourly tariffs pegged to the European energy exchange
wholesale market. Finally, the specific mobility behavior of staff in the examined
office building was derived from a survey conducted among the staff.
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A.

Relevant input

1)

Mobility behavior

To design the application case as realistically as possible and to provide an approach independent of high level data such as the National Household Travel
Survey, Mobility in Germany or Mobility Panel Germany, a survey was conducted among the workers in the building under analysis to collect information
about their driving behavior and commuter habits.
a)

Arrival and Departure Times

The average arrival time is 8:40 a.m. for all weekdays and all staff taking part in
this survey. The average departure time is 17:15 p.m. As a result the rational
analyst would be inclined to choose the hours 8 h and 17 as suitable connection times for the hourly model.
b)

Average kilometers traveled and resulting states of charge

Having found suitable connection times, the input parameters require the corresponding energy levels of the batteries relative to their total capacity.
The weighted average distance for all commuters, i.e. all participants of the survey, amounted to 5.0 km urban and 13.06 km rural driving for each trip to and
from work, adding up to a total of 18.1 km one way and 36.2 km per day. Assuming there is seasonal variation, this value is varied by +10 % for summer
and -10 % for winter. In analogy to the test case, this will serve as the basis for
the SOC calculations (Momber et al. 2010).
However diverse the composition of the PEV fleet with different battery sizes
might be, all vehicles are considered to have an average energy demand in
charge depleting mode of 0.145 kWh/km (Peterson, Whitacre, and Apt 2010;
Axsen, Burke, and Kurani 2008).
c)

Fleet size

Promises to improve their commuting behavior are widespread among the office
building’s staff. Of the group in favor of innovative mobility concepts, the majority (39 %) perceives advantages in the use of a purely electric compact car with
approximately 24 kWh, whereas 26 % regard a hybrid model with 16 kWh as
their best choice, and 20 % prefer a regular sized car, here a BEV with 30 kWh.
Merely 11 % consider a bicycle with supportive (1 kWh) electric propulsion and
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4% are in favor of an electrified scooter with approximately 6 kWh. To come up
with a potential storage quantity provided by this body of electric vehicle owners
and users, the number of people within each group is weighted with the corresponding battery size of the vehicle class. The storage quantity of all vehicles
would thus amount to 864 kWh which is a fixed parameter for the optimization in
this case analysis.
2)

The office building’s heat demand

The heating system of the Fraunhofer ISI building was last renewed in 1996. It
comprises two natural gas fired CHP units with 5.5 kW electric capacity and
12.5 kW heat recovery as well as two natural gas fired boilers with 90 kW and
210 kW peak capacities, respectively. They do not specifically have the function
to instantly meet unusual heat demand but their production is variably scalable.
The gas boilers were installed prior to the last modernization. Based on the
technical specifications, the system’s total efficiency should be relatively high,
but no real data could be collected to substantiate this. However the information
about the operation schedule of the units was sufficient to derive a significantly
confident heat demand curve for the Fraunhofer office building. The 8760 operating hours of year 2009 were then aggregated to type day profiles for weekdays, weekends and peak, of which the weekday profile is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3:
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HMD h Fraunhofer ISI heat end use requirements on weekdays

Evidently, during the off-peak hours from 18 h to 6 h, the system runs at a notably lower demand level. During morning hours demand is usually at its maximum to meet the building’s imminent heat storage. Demand then gradually decreases over the day. Seasonal differences can be perceived; winter months
tend to have a higher demand, clearly led by January and February, which must
have been comparatively cold. November, December and March rank in a milder zone with 75 to 90 kW peaks. Summer months follow with lower heating activity. June, July and August, when the weather in Karlsruhe is fairly hot, present
zero to almost zero demand. This heating system is exclusively designed for
space heating and does not include water heating demand. The hot water in all
sanitary units is provided by locally applied, small-scale electrical boilers as the
lack of full load hours and a water heating infrastructure render ICEs unprofitable for these purposes.
3)

The office building’s electricity demand

For 2008, the time series data for electricity purchases was recorded by the
utility company. The total end-use requirement, however, is divided up into own
production by CHP units and procurement from the electricity supplier. The resulting diurnal electricity demand profile on weekdays is shown in Figure 4. It
can be deducted that electricity consumption follows clear patterns throughout
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the year. Electricity consumption strictly correlates with business activity in the
building. The demand increases sharply in the morning, is at its maximum in the
middle of the day and gradually decreases in the afternoon. There is a high
base load of 25 to 35 kW caused by the data center and computer server facilities, while the peaks from regular business activity range from 50 to 65 kW on
average weekdays.
Figure 4:

4)

DMD h Fraunhofer ISI weekday electricity end-use requirements

Solar radiation

The model’s input for incident solar radiation at the specific location of the
Fraunhofer ISI office building in Karlsruhe is presented in Figure 4. It indicates
the global solar irradiance for a south facing surface at 35° inclination and 0°
azimuth with the coordinates 49° 2′ 0″ N, 8° 26′ 0″ E (Photovoltaic Geographical
Information System (PVGIS) 2009).
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Figure 5:
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ISR h incident solar radiation by month in Karlsruhe

The values were averaged for diurnal schedules in an hourly resolution and for
each month. The values follow a logical pattern with the highest and longest
energy streams in summer, namely the month of August, and the lowest and
shortest streams during winter, namely December. The energy intensity per
area is directly converted to PV output by multiplying the insolation with the average PV efficiency of 13 %.
5)

Other model settings

Table 3 presents a summary of all the parameter values. A 230 V, 16 A circuit infrastructure determines the energy exchange constraints at 3.68 kW exchanged.
The charging rates therefore are restricted to
12.267 % h1 = 3.68 kWh*h-1 / 30 kWh. The real interest rate I for annuity calculations is 6%.
Investment in charging infrastructure is assumed to be independent of connected
battery capacity with a €5 connection payment F, while the duration of the contract
is assumed to be one year, (T=1). All payments are settled annually.
By averaging the crucial determinants, such as production volume, chemistry
type, type of vehicle and battery pack size, the industry-wide production cost
(CP) for lithium-ion batteries is assumed to be around €200 per kWh in the long
term (Momber et al. 2010).
The residential tariff under which electricity is purchased to charge the PEVs at
home, P offsite access , is assumed to amount to 23.6 €ct/kWh and remains constant
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for all scenarios. This is the average residential rate for a household with an
annual consumption of 3500 kWh in 2009, including wholesale prices with variable generation costs for fuels, transport and CO 2 , sales taxes of 19 %, as well
as net access fees, concession levies, apportionments from the German Renewable Energies Act (EEG) and the German Combined Heat and Power Act
(KWKG) (Dürr 2010). This price is also chosen for billing the metered net energy exchange between the PEVs and the building’s EMS, P EX,EV . This means
that any energy exchange should be utility and benefit neutral for the driver of
the electric vehicle. The owner and driver of the vehicle remain indifferent towards the resulting SOC when disconnecting as long as this remains within the
specified boundaries. The main assumption here is that the connection payment
compensates the PEV owner for giving up control as long as battery degradation is compensated.
6)

DER settings

Apart from the PEV interface, the following assumptions are made. Depending
on the time of use (TOU), the net price under the current gas tariff is
0.055 €/kWh for on-hours and 0.48 €/kWh for off-hours. To obtain an end user
price for future scenarios, 0.06 €/kWh was assumed to be the flat gross price
including sales taxes (Verbund Kommunaler Unternehmen 2006).
In this analysis, the main goal is to replicate the existing real time structure of the
energy system at the Fraunhofer ISI office building and to derive the operation
schedules for the PEV storage, and not to point out alternative investments to decrease costs or to increase the building’s energy performance and efficiency. It
was not intended to come up with subsidy price thresholds to indicate policy ways
of facilitating certain technologies. Therefore the following information about continuous and discrete technology options was set as fixed input in the solution:
Two CHP units, Dachs internal combustion engines with heat exchangers by
Senertec with 12.5 kWth – 5.5 kWel, capital costs of 3617.60 €/kWel depreciated over a lifetime of 20 years, 60.20 € fixed operation and maintenance cost
per kWel/a, variable operation and maintenance cost of 0.037 €/kWh produced,
27 % electric fuel efficiency, 61 % thermal fuel efficiency (88 % combined), and
therefore a heat to power ratio of 2.27.
The other distributed generator, Buderus ICE for heating are only considered
indirectly. The model is not able to simulate the capital cost of central heating
boilers. This does not pose any major difficulty here as the lifetime of these facilities can be assumed to have passed and all value has been depreciated.
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Hence, operational costs merely occur in the form of natural gas purchases which
are valued at their price. Solar thermal heat collectors with 20 kWp capacity,
1400 € fixed and 700 €/kWp variable investment costs, 15 years lifetime and
0.70 €/kWh maintenance are entered into the solution in order to have a higher
number of heat sources. Today’s photovoltaic arrays of 5 kWp were scaled up to
20 kWp with capital costs based on today’s annualized 5000 € fixed and
3000 €/kWp variable investment costs, 20 years lifetime and 0.25 €/kWh maintenance cost (Rutschmann and Siemer 2009). Table 3 provides a summary of
the input parameters described above for the Fraunhofer ISI building.
Table 3:

Summary of input parameters
Description

Symbol

Value

Unit

Heat demand of the building

HMD h

Fig. 2

kWh

Electricity demand of the building

DMD h

Fig. 3

kWh

Incident solar radiation

ISR h

Fig. 4

kWh

Resolved hourly electricity price

P supply

Fig. 5/6

€/kWh

Interest rate

I

6

%

Duration of contract

T

1

a

Connection payment

F

5

€

Hourly net energy exchange price

P EX,EV

0.236

€/kWh

Offsite access opportunity price

P offsite

0.236

€/kWh

CP

200

€/kWh

Capacity degradation coefficient

D

0.0027

%

SOC batteries at disconnection

SOC in

71.97/75.25

%

SOC batteries at connection

SOC out

38.03/34.75

%

BCT h

8h / 17h

Production cost for Li-ion batteries

Connection array

-1

12.267

%h

95.4

%

12.267

%h

Discharge efficiency

95.4

%

Decay factor

0.1

%

Minimum SOC

20

%

Maximum SOC

90

%

Maximum relative charge rate
Charge efficiency
Maximum relative discharge rate

-1
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Price Discussion and Tariff Scenarios

As the EU wants to facilitate end-user access to variable energy prices (Beyer,
Heinemann, and Tusch 2009), the objective of this case study is to test the
model’s response to equivalent price volatility by applying different scenarios
with increasing hourly fluctuation of prices. For this case study, the following
four scenarios of electricity prices were chosen:
1.

Today’s actual electricity procurement tariff with the utility company Stadtwerke Karlsruhe in place.

2.

An assumed regulated electricity procurement tariff with monthly demand
charges similar to the Californian conditions of the test case (Momber et
al. 2010).

3.

Hourly varying prices pegged to historical price curves from the European
Energy Exchange market data 2009.

4.

Hourly varying prices pegged to simulations of the European Energy Exchange for the year 2030 considering climate change and e-mobility deployment.

1)

Scenario 1: Base case – today’s electricity tariff

The real electricity supply tariff currently applied to the discussed office building
is rather simple in its structure. The energy rates are flat and set at P supply =
15.66 €ct/kWh regardless of the TOU. This price is the gross cost including
sales taxes, EEG and KWKG payments. There is a demand charge that prices
the maximum load over the entire year, starting with the contract date. Compared to the US tariff evaluated in the test case, this would not be called a
monthly but a yearly demand rate and amounts to 47.86 €/kW peak demand.
2)

Scenario 2: Demand rates as a measure for load management

Scenario 2 is the extension of Scenario 1 in the sense that everything remains
the same except for an additional demand rate that is charged for peak consumption each month. This scenario follows the logic of utility regulated prices
as in the test case for the San Francisco office building (Momber et al. 2010),
but in contrast to the implementation there, this charge is constant for all
months and does not discriminate between the seasons. It is set at 3 €/kW peak
consumption. The yearly demand rate remains in place.
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3)

Scenario 3: Historical, variable EEX prices 2009

To find the optimal operation schedule for the intermittent storage, the EMS of
the Fraunhofer office building has access to prices pegged to the wholesale
day-ahead market of the Physical Electricity Index (PHELIX base) at the EEX in
Leipzig. The hourly varying prices for 2009 were downloaded from the official
website (EEX 2009). As with the other input series, the set of 8760 data points
was taken and aggregated to type days for each month. To fit the input demands of DER-CAM, negative prices were set to 0 2. In a simplifying approach,
the wholesale prices were then translated into end-user prices by adding static
values for net access fees, concession levies, and payments from EEG and
KWKG, as well as 19 % sales tax. Figure 6 shows the fixed proportions that are
derived from today’s flat rate tariff, i.e. the 2009 electricity bills which are assumed to be constant for the entire year.
Figure 6:

4)

Composition of end-user electricity prices

Scenario 4: Climate and E-Mobility – future variable EEX prices 2030

To develop future electricity price conditions, the modeling software PowerACE,
an agent-based simulation was used, which was developed to assess the impacts of energy and emissions trading under increased renewable fluctuating
energy generation (Sensfuß 2007). Spot prices for electricity are modeled using

2

The changes are assumed to be insignificant as only three hourly instances of the weekend class are of concern throughout the whole year of analysis: October at 2 h and in December at 7 h and 8 h.
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a marginal cost approach. Wholesale spot tariffs were translated into end-user
prices by adding static values for net access fees, concession levies, and payments from the German feed-in law, as well as 19 % sales tax. The generation
mix for 2030 is based on our own assumptions related to calculations in (Möst,
Rosen, and Rentz 2007) and primary energy prices given in (International
Energy Agency 2009). The penetration of renewable energies in 2030 is in the
range of 60 % and taken from (Nitsch 2008). The marginal costs of intermittent
renewable generation are assumed to be 0 euro per MWh. Therefore, high renewable generation results in lower spot prices. System assumptions concerning the load of grid-connected vehicles are in line with a scenario favorable to
new technology with approximately 12 million PEVs and a demand of 17 TWh.
“Charging after last trip” is used as the charging profile.
Figure 7 shows a summary of the above described price scenarios for the example month of January. The orange dot-and-dashed line indicates the flat
prices, P supply = 15.66 €ct/kWh, for Scenarios 1 and 2 on all type days. The other six price curves represent the historical prices for 2009, Scenario 3 is shown
as continuous lines, and Scenario 4, the future price scenario for 2030, is
represented by dotted lines. Each the curves for the three type day classes:
weekends in blue, weekdays in green and peak days in red. All the curves show
peak price spikes in the early evening hours of 18 h – 20 h as well as low nighttime prices. All the 2030 prices are consistently higher than the 2009 ones and
additionally show a higher price spread between the minimum and maximum
price of the diurnal schedule: The type day weighted average of the hourly price
for 2009 EEX (DER-CAM input) amounts to 8.71 €ct/kWh, and to 13.90 €ct/kWh
in the 2030 PowerACE simulation of the EEX. It is important to note that the
vehicles can be unfavorably connected in the sense that the highest differences
in diurnal minimum and maximum hourly price can occur before or after the time
of PEV connection marked by the curly bracket in yellow. It is not apparent for
the selected month of January in this example illustration, but for other months it
is possible that the peak price for Scenario 4 can be above the energy exchange price (e.g. in 11 h of June, July and October as well as 12 h of July and
17 h of November). For Scenarios 1 – 3, P EX,EV = 23.6 €ct/kWh remains constant, but the average residential price increases as well in 2030 in the future
scenario 4 . The upsurge is the same as the pro rata change in weighted average hourly price between 2009 and 2030, which is 59.53 % in total or a continuous 2.26 % p.a. Therefore the future energy exchange price amounts to
P EX,EV,2030 = 37.8 €ct/kWh .
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Figure 7:

5

Price curves for January by type days in Scenarios 1 – 4 3

Results

A reference case was created for each of the price scenarios. Unlike the noinvestment baseline case, the reference case depicts an optimization outcome
for comparison, where all other technologies are forced into the solution set, but
no PEVs are allowed. Comparing the two goal function values (with and without
PEVs) directly with each other makes it possible to value the connection of the
intermittent storage to the system.
The results on a yearly basis are summarized in Table 4, which shows the microgrid’s savings and the corresponding cost components caused by PEV connection to the office building. In all scenarios of the business model application,
cars are charged because the energy is valuable to the system, while the price
spread between the energy exchange and the hourly electricity rate (P EX,EV –
P Supply ) is the main driver of this behavior. However, the created value is fairly,
i.e. evenly, distributed among the participants. The microgrid always pays a
connection payment to redistribute the gain and create a win-win situation for
both the PEV owners and the energy system. The benefit sharing values for
connection payments (V) are indicated in the blue cells. The total and percentage cost savings generated are marked in the green cells. These “profits” are
3

These prices are merely an example and depict the month of January.
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net, i.e. all costs are already taken into account, including the compensation for
battery usage and degradation, marked by the red cells. Furthermore, the cash
flow arising from the net energy exchange has the sign in the direction of PEVs
paying the building for battery charges. To give an example, in Scenario 3, the
microgrid functions without PEVs and has a yearly energy bill of € 65,439. Connecting PEVs is incentivized by paying an annual contribution of 2.667 €/kWh to
the owners of the vehicles, which the EMS handles like an investment in price
response capability. The batteries are operated under the building’s control and
the owners of the PEVs are compensated for the accruing battery degradation
with € 1,110. Having paid for the connection and battery wear, the microgrid’s
resulting cost savings amount to € 2,310 or 3.53 % of the reference case cost.
The connection payments and the cost savings can both be understood as indicators for the value of the batteries to the system. Obviously, the more the storage contributes to cost savings, the more benefit can be shared via (V). In all
cases, battery degradation is significant and can be understood both as an indicator for battery usage (directly proportional to energy processed) and a main
determinant of battery economics. In the example of Scenario 1, for instance, ,
the created value before sharing would have been € 3075 without degradation
costs instead of € 2076, i.e. 48.8 % higher than with degradation costs.
In summary, it can be observed that the scenarios with variable prices tend to
assign higher value to the storage than scenarios with regulated tariffs. Scenario 2 has the lowest gain in percentage of the reference cost, because the demand charge counteracts the value creating charge of the vehicles.
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Table 4:

High Level Numerical Summary - ISI Cost Minimization

Price scenarios 4

1 ISI
today

Reference case cost

81,716

84,518

65,439

79,366

Benefit sharing connection
payment (V) = [€/kWh]

1.1982

1.0141

2.6670

4.7541

Compensation for battery
degradation [€]

1,099

1,019

1,110

1,458

Mutual cost savings [€]

1,038

878

2,310

4,117

1.27%

1.04%

3.53%

5.19%

Figure 10
Figure 13

- Figure
14Figure 15

Figure
16Figure 17

In % of the
total bill
Operation schedule

Figure 9

2 Demand
charge

3 EEX
2009

4 Power-ACE
2030

Comparing Scenarios 3 and 4, one has to acknowledge that the higher price
volatility during the time of PEV connection, as well as the increased price
spread (P EX,EV – P Supply ) create higher battery usage and therefore more value. In
the following, PEV operating schedules and microgrid interactions are discussed in more detail for each scenario.
It is worth taking a closer look at the PEV operation schedules for Scenarios 1
and 2. To analyze the impact of the tariff difference, the SOC of the connected
PEVs is evaluated over time. Figure 8 shows the effect of the demand charge
on the ISI tariff. In Scenario 1, the two upper curves, the SOC rises immediately
after connection and never changes value, in fact there is charging every hour
to counteract the decay losses of maintaining the charge. However, for Scenario 2 (all other curves), the SOC adapts to the dictation of economic conditions
in a different way. In interaction with the CHP units, the batteries are used for
peak shaving and load leveling. In winter, the SOC out is slightly lower than in
summer5. This is based on the free CHP (sprint) capacity in summer, most of
which can be used for peak shaving as excess heat can dissipate at no cost,

4

All scenarios were tested with an aggregated battery storage of 866 kWh.

5

Even though the demand charge is constant over the year. March and December show this
behaviour in its extremes.
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while in winter the entire volume is occupied by monetary savings from heat
generation. For the CHP system, it is thus more economic to create efficiency
gains than lower the resulting utility electricity consumption to avoid demand
charges.
Figure 8:

A.

PEV Operation schedules on peak days for Scenarios 1 and 2

Results price Scenario 1 – ISI tariff today

The composition of the energy generation needed to meet the original end-use
requirement (continuous dark gray line) of a January weekend and a peak day
in Scenario 1 is shown in Figure 9. The yellow area denotes the electricity generated from the PV system during the day. The dark red area represents the
purchases from the supply network by the utility company, which equal the residual load not met by other generators (in July only the PV system), except for
additional battery charges and discharges.
The resulting PEV load is called “dumb” charging because the tariff creates no
incentive to use the storage or load shifting on any type day (week or peak). On
the contrary, the price spread between the industry P Supply and the residential
tariff P EX,EV actually creates an incentive for the cost-optimizing microgrid to
charge the PEVs as much and as quickly as possible, shown by the dashed
blue line. This creates a situation where the additional load for charging the
PEVs is, in terms of the system load to the supply network, least favorably met.
The spikes in the residual load curve are cost irrelevant to the program because
the tariff lacks incentives to reduce peak demand. The significant yearly demand rate of € 8226 (10.2 % of the total bill) may contribute to shaving one or
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two peak months of the year but is deficient overall. The new peaks from connecting PEVs at 9 h amount to approximately 160 kW, more than twice the original crest (74.6 kW on peak days and 62.8 kW on weekdays) of the end-use
requirement. The microgrid optimizes its own operation but not in a way which
is desirable for the supply network and the energy system as a whole. The
peaks are unmotivated and unintelligently scheduled.
Figure 9:

B.

Diurnal Microgrid Analysis for Peak Days in Scenario 1 6

Results price Scenario 2 – ISI tariff with monthly demand
charge

In this scenario, cars are still charged but the monthly demand charge of 3 €/kW
peak consumption proves to be a powerful measure and an effective policy for
reducing peak electricity consumption. Figure 10 shows the resulting utility electricity purchases in kW for peak days of all months. As we saw in the test case,
all curves are capped at certain levels and loads are rigorously shifted.

6

The operating schedule for weekdays is very similar.
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Resulting utility electricity purchases on peak days: Scenario 2

It is now interesting to examine how this peak shaving is done using the PEV
batteries in competition with the other options. Since PV production is rigid
(non-controllable) and directly proportional to the insolation weighted with the
average efficiency (in this case set to 13 %), the only other degree of freedom is
provided by the engaging and disengaging of the CHP units. The efficient and
therefore economic operation of the CHP units, however, is dependent on heat
coinciding with electricity demand. Figure 11 shows the electricity operation
schedule of a peak day in December and, analogously, Figure 12 illustrates this
correlation for September. In both diagrams the gray base band represents the
electricity generation by CHP units and the dark blue area is the energy provided by the PEV storage system. Because the office building has a concurrent
high heat demand in winter, the system utilizes the CHP unit to produce electricity at full power all day. Due to the high economic incentive to lower peak
demand, the PEV batteries are now used to provide a share of the electricity.
Although the price spread between the industry P Supply and the residential tariff
P EX,EV would otherwise forbid this in fiscal terms, the batteries remain the only
lever to lower the spikes between 10 h and 17 h. Note that batteries are discharged over the entire day while the SOC out is still sufficiently high for travel
purposes.
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Electricity balance: microgrid analysis December peak day:
Scenario 2

In September, on the other hand, a month in-between the seasonal extremes, a
different operation of the system is apparently cost optimal. Instead of discharging the batteries, they now provide a sink for electricity. However, the charge is
well timed, causing the net electricity consumption from the utility company to
be completely flat (Figure 12).
Figure 12:

Electricity balance: microgrid analysis September peak day:
Scenario 2

The heat balance depicted in Figure 13 provides insights into how volatile the
end-use requirement is and which generation technologies are dispatched in
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order to meet the demand. Here, the yellow-shaded area represents the heat
collected from the solar thermal units, while the beige area shows the recovered
waste heat from the CHP units. The remainder of the demand, shown in
orange, is met by the gas fired heating boilers, i.e. grid purchases. It is interesting to see how the prevailing heat demand in the morning up to 13 h renders
CHP operation economically profitable which affects the electricity balance.
Shortly thereafter the profitable window for PEV battery discharge closes and
the energy generated from PV and grid purchases is used to charge the battery
for the drive home. Thus, during connection, the batteries jump in with intelligent
charging to keep the peak shaved. Note that even though it seems utility purchases decrease between 9 h and 15 h (cf. Figure 12), without battery support,
they could not have been kept constant at the load level of approximately
60.8 kW.
Figure 13:

C.

Heat balance: microgrid analysis September peak day:
Scenario 2

Results price scenario 3 – EEX 2009

In Scenario 3, the microgrid has access to variable end-user prices which are
determined by the wholesale price of the EEX. The question arises here as to
what impact these variable prices have on the integration of electric vehicles in
the microgrid. In theory, the range of prices should make the use of storage
more attractive. The program finds the optimal solution for its purchases depending on the prices during the day, utilizing the connected storage system to
dispatch generators and loads if this is the most economic option. The results
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show that PEV charging and discharging is used as an economic option to react
to price signals from the energy market.
Figure 13 shows how the microgrid behaves given a varying electricity rate
pegged to the EEX on a peak day in May 2009. The vertical, dashed blue lines
indicate the time of PEV connection and the dashed red line marks the diurnal
run or the electricity price in €/MWh shown on the right-hand vertical axis. The
CHP engines run continuously during the day until 16 h when heat demand
drops. At the same time, the hourly electricity price reaches its minimum and
the variable share of electricity demand is scheduled to exploit this, i.e. the
PEVs are charged between 16 h and 17 h before disconnecting.
Figure 14:

Electricity balance: microgrid analysis May peak day: Scenario
3

Figure 14 depicts the same electricity balance in conjunction with the hourly
varying energy price for peak days of July 2009. In general, a similar reaction to
the price signal can be observed. The price curves are almost identical, both
with a maximum of 145.3 kW at 11 h. PEV charging is done during the two
hours of minimum prices: 16 h and 17 h. However, there is no coincident heat
demand in this summer month and therefore CHP units are not used. Consequently, PEV batteries are used for demand scheduling and avoiding peak prices via a significant discharge of 52.2 kW. At 11 h, the only generators available
to meet the end-use electricity requirement are the PV system and the connected PEV batteries.
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Electricity balance: microgrid analysis July peak day: Scenario 3

Results price scenario 4 – PowerACE 2030

In Scenario 4, variable end-user prices are pegged to the wholesale price of the
EEX simulated by PowerACE for the year 2030. Having demonstrated that the
program is capable of reacting to hourly varying prices, it seems interesting to
analyze whether the storage in the future will become even more valuable to the
microgrid and if so, for what reasons. Again, the theory leads us to predict that
an increased price spread between high price hours and low price hours should
make storage use comparatively more attractive.
The same general effects can be observed when comparing Scenarios 3 and 4
with each other. However the use of the storage system is even more extreme
in Scenario 4. Figure 16 shows the operation of the microgrid including the connected PEV batteries in conjunction with the concomitant price curve for the
peak day class in May. The highest prices are for 11 h and 12 h. In order to
avoid purchasing power at these times, the batteries are completely discharged
and are able to fully substitute utility purchases of 50.3 kW and 50.4 kW. After
an idle hour at 13 h, batteries are then continuously charged for the next three
hours with the cost of 151.5 €/MWh, 158.2 €/MWh and 157.1 €/MWh. Another
interesting effect can be seen when comparing the electricity balances in May
for Scenarios 3 and 4 with each other. The higher electricity prices in Scenario 4
make onsite generation by the CHP units more valuable to the microgrid. Whereas in Scenario 3 the DG units were only operated between 7 h and 20 h, in
Scenario 4 they run for 24 hours.
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Electricity balance: microgrid analysis May peak day: Scenario 4

Figure 16 provides another example of intense peak shifting according to price
dictation. In the microgrid analysis for the September peak day, it is apparent
that the first load peak created from charging PEVs arises at 5 h and 10 h when
the electricity prices are the lowest (140.2 €/MWh and 139.5 €/MWh) during
PEV connection. The electricity price then rises to its maximum during PEV
connection for the next two hours and hence the batteries are used to provide
energy of 48.2 kW and 45.9 kW, respectively.
Figure 17:

Electricity balance: microgrid analysis September peak day:
Scenario 4
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Conclusion

This paper has shown that connecting plug-in electric vehicles to the microgrids
in office buildings can be profitable under the proposed business contract conditions. However, even under idealized conditions with optimistic assumptions,
the value for the building’s energy management system is relatively low. In addition, the study quantified this value and defined determinants for it when introducing an appropriate scheme. The different pricing schemes and their effects
on the operation of intermittent storage have been revealed and examined in
detail.

A.

Summary and comparison of results from Scenarios 1 – 4

The connected fleet of PEVs with an aggregated storage of 866 kWh is significant in its size 7. Thus the potential impact of connecting such a storage array is
high and requires intelligent scheduling. In Scenario 1, it was shown that the
“dumb charging” schedule arising from today’s tariff is not suitable for integrating PEVs into the EMS of office buildings. This causes undesired demand
spikes which are inconvenient for any operation planning. In Scenario 2 with
demand charges, it was shown that there is a favorable interaction of PEVs and
microgrids, and with CHP systems in particular, as peak loads are decreased
and shifted to other times. The results of Scenario 3 and 4 showed that variable
prices lead to a desired microgrid reaction to market signals. The consumption
peaks are desired because prices indicate that generation resources are abundant and should be used at those times to benefit the system. However, it has
to be noted that the utilization of the local transformer is not considered. In fact,
this study assumed the absence of load flow grid constraints such as thermal
line limits and optimal voltage zones.
This study evaluated two fundamentally different pricing schemes for the same
end-use requirements. The demand charge is very effective for load leveling,
but lacks the flexibility to react to unplanned exogenous price signals. Under the
assumption that a flat load curve is always optimal, this policy should be chosen. The system is predictable but inflexible. The other paradigm, reactivity to
variable prices, can be perceived as an effective way to elicit demand-side responses. In essence, this system is about load shifting as well, but it does not
7

For comparison: the weighted average daily consumption over all week- and peak days is
1020 kWh. This does not include weekend days but does consider hours 1 through 24, i.e.
also those when the PEVs are not connected.
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create load leveling. The inherent assumption behind this approach is that the
price differences stem from a market that accurately mirrors the supply and demand for energy. Therefore, the spikes caused are desirable for the system and
have to be evaluated differently to unmotivated peak demands. In this analysis
variable prices which influence the charging load and operation schedule of the
PEVs have been shown to be a good lever to increase system stability. This
supports the thesis that markets are an efficient tool to operate energy systems
and allocate generation capacity.

B.

Model extension

The Distributed Energy Resources Customer Adoption Model, a mixed integer
linear optimization program that minimizes the yearly energy costs for a microgrid, was modified in this study. The model was conceptually extended and implemented in the General Algebraic Modeling System to account for plug-in
electric vehicles. A degradation model was adapted to economically value the
wear-out of batteries due to cycling. Altogether, the inaugurated model extensions can serve as a basis for future scientific research in new sub disciplines
and the field of grid applications, such as vehicle-to-grid or battery-to-grid interactions.
Based on the common understanding that plug-in electric vehicles along with
distributed generation can create economic and environmental benefits for societies, a case study was presented which juxtaposes the current situation in
Germany with simulated future scenarios focusing on the economic impact of
plug-in electric vehicle connection to a microgrid with on-site generation units.
Analyzing this German case showed that the lower marginal costs for pooling
connection at the grid access points of office buildings are favorable if intelligent
energy management systems are in place. Connecting an entire fleet of commuter vehicles to an optimized microgrid environment also implies certain
economies of scale. Coincident with peak heat and electricity loads as well as
solar radiation, the plug-in electric vehicle connection allows for shifting energy
demand as desired for cost savings.
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